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Consulting on Timing Systems and
Open Source Collaboration Tools at
the Inception of CERN’s White Rabbit
Project
“Timing is everything!” Nowhere is this statement truer than at CERN. So, when CERN wanted to renovate their
General Machine Timing System, Cosylab was called in to gather requirements using input from other Big Science
projects like GSI (FAIR), INPL and ITER. These requirements helped shape the White Rabbit Timing System.
The obvious solution is an “open
source project”, but if it is the ambition
of an open source project to cater to
the needs and demands of different
facilities, then it is essential that there
is a phase of diligent requirements
collection at the project start.

View of CMS detector at end of 2007 © 2007–2017 CERN

Introduction
CERN, the European Organization for
Nuclear Research, is one of the world’s
largest scientific research centres. A
core part of CERN’s operation is the
master timing system which coordinates all activities to produce a beam.
Therefore, a decision to renovate the
timing system is not something made
easily. So, in 2008, when CERN decided to renovate their General Machine
Timing System, they partnered with
Cosylab for the requirements gathering phase. This contributed to the
development of the Open Hardware
Repository and the open hardware

White Rabbit Timing System, an opensource solution to the design and implementation of an accelerator timing
system.

The Timing System
Challenge
Compared with software, the development of hardware has unique challenges when it comes to reuse:
◊ Schematics and PCB layouts are harder
to share then software code
◊ The non-open nature of commercial
tools
◊ The multitude of file formats
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Illustration: Low-level timing aspects overview of GMT

Timing System
Requirements
Gathering
Cosylab collected the timing system
requirements from Big Science laboratories:
◊ CERN
◊ GSI’s Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) project
◊ L’Institut de Physique Nucléaire de
Lyon (IPNL)
◊ ITER, the international nuclear fusion
project

The requirements were then organized into layers, starting at the lowest (physical) layer and moving up
until the event distribution processor.
Thereafter, an analysis was done to
identify commonalities and potential
incompatibilities.
The presence of a timing expert in
Cosylab’s team was instrumental for
choosing them as a partner in the
early days of the White Rabbit project.
In addition, the experience of Cosylab
working on many projects for many

different users in our community
made them a suitable partner for the
requirements gathering phase.
— Javier Serrano, Hardware and Timing section leader, Beams Department — Controls — Hardware and Timing (BE-CO-HT) section, CERN

Open Hardware
Repository Setup
To speed up the “time to market”, Cosylab decided to implement and host
the first version of the Open Hardware
Repository website portal. With Cosylab’s understanding of open source
collaboration workflows, they could
quickly converge with the customer
on the best setup and what needed
to be done.
In preparing the first version of the
Open Hardware Repository, CERN
benefited from Cosylab’s range of
skills and connections with many laboratories. — Javier Serrano, Hardware
and Timing section leader, Beams Department — Controls — Hardware and
Timing (BE-CO-HT) section, CERN

White Rabbit provides sub-nanosecond accuracy and picoseconds precision of synchronization for large distributed systems.
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How CERN Benefited
◊ Time saved by having fast research
results
◊ Increased quality of requirements by
adding a wide field of expertise
◊ Time saved by flexible addition of
complementary development services
◊ Tailored solution fitting an opensource community

White Rabbit and
the Open Hardware
Repository today
On October 12 2017, in Barcelona,
Javier Serrano was awarded the ICALEPCS Lifetime Achievement Award
for his major contributions to the creation of the Open Hardware movement.
The Open Hardware Repository currently contains more than 280 projects and subprojects, with White Rabbit being one of the key projects.

Read the full case study here

Javier Serrano receiving the ICALEPCS Lifetime
Achievement Award in 2017
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EPICS Control System Upgrade
for PANDA
by Ralf Kapulla (PSI), Uroš Zezula (Cosylab)

“Never change a running system!” is a piece of wisdom that is as true as it is incomplete, because one can equally
add: “But don’t forget to change it before it stops running!” Eventually, every running system reaches a point when
you start wondering if it is maybe time to replace it before it stops being a running system. The control system
used in PANDA found itself in just this situation. This is how they got a new control system.

Introduction
PANDA is a large-scale, thermalhydraulics test facility at the Paul
Scherrer Institute that is used for
investigating containment system
behavior and related phenomena
for different designs of advanced
light water reactors (ALWR), and
also for large-scale separate effect
tests [1]. Investigations carried out at
PANDA have been included in a variety of international projects, most of
which fall under the auspices of the
EU and The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), and with the support of a
large number of organizations worldwide, e.g. regulatory bodies, technical
support organizations, national laboratories, electric utilities, industries [2].
The PANDA control system allows all
the main operations needed for preconditioning the facility and for performing a test from a control room.
The original control system was based
on FactoryLink SCADA software (SIEMENS) and while this control system
had been operational since 1993, and
it was still running, SIEMENS stopped
development and support of FactoryLink in May 2007 such that the maintenance of FactoryLink became more
and more critical. It also became clear
that there was some functionality, e.g.
updating configuration for new hardware with the operator interfaces or
anyone being able to start data acqui-

sition, that was needed but which the
old system didn’t have. So, PSI contracted Cosylab to perform an EPICS
integration of PANDA.

PANDA Control and
Data Acquisition
System Architecture
The architecture of the original PANDA
control and data acquisition system is
shown in Figure 1. The controls aspect
was managed by FactoryLink SCADA
software running on the FactoryLink
PC. The data acquisition was con-

Figure 1: PANDA Control System Architecture

trolled by the HP 1000 A990. Communication between the HP 1000 A990
and FactoryLink was handled with
code written by PSI, in 1993, based on
Berkeley sockets. The last change to
the control system was in 2012, when
the communication code was converted from the original C to C++.
Basically, all sensor signals are converted to a voltage and sent to the data
acquisition system. Part of the actuator signals are left unchanged and are
sent to the Selectron or Siemens PLCs.
Control over the vessels is carried out
by Selectron and Siemens PLCs.
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The data acquisition system is an integrated system which measures signals and converts them to engineering units. It consists of completely
integrated components to enable the
user to perform all the significant actions related to data acquisition and
data conversion.
The back end of the data acquisition
system consisted of an HP 1000 A990

Control Sheet
Real Time computer system. This backend of the data acquisition system was
running with software developed by
PSI and was controlled by a dedicated
computer. The software was written in
the programming language Fortran.
Starting and running the data acquisition system software produced a “data
acquisition system protocol”, which
contained all relevant information
about the task versions used (e.g. conversion task) and selected subtasks.
The front end of the data acquisition system comprises of a HP 3852A
Mainframe plus four HP-3853 extenders. The Mainframe and each extender
contain a HP-44704 16-bit high-speed
voltmeter and several HP-44713
24-channel multiplexers. There is a
total of 30 multiplexers (i.e. 720 measurement channels) spread over the
five different levels of the PANDA facility. This part of the system was left
unchanged after the upgrade.
The front end of the data acquisition
system software takes measurements
at a rate of 5 Hz maximum. The back
end of the data acquisition system
reads all the measurements carried
out by the front end. The data is transferred to a “conversion” task at a rate of
0.5 Hz which was the maximum rate
for data storage and data visualization.
The converted data was then sent to
the FactoryLink PC where the main
data storage took place continuously.
The engineering interface of FactoryLink allowed users to configure and
maintain the system.
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Control System
Upgrade
Siemens stopped development of
FactoryLink in May 2007 and so the
PANDA control system started to become unreliable. Since there were additional control system and visualization requirements, it was decided to
replace FactoryLink.
The new control system uses EPICS
(Experimental Physics and Industrial
Control System) [3] and runs on Scientific Linux 7. EPICS is a popular Control
System framework used worldwide
to create distributed soft real-time
control systems for scientific instruments such as a particle accelerators,
telescopes and other large scientific
experiments. We used caQtDM [4]
as a Display manager. The caQtDM
package uses the standard Qt GUI for
designing synoptic displays and offers a collection of special widgets in
order to display and manage control
system data in various ways. The new
archiving system is based on the EPICS
Archiver Appliance software [5]. EPICS
Archiver Appliance, written in Java, already provides a complete archiving
solution designed to scale up to millions of PVs. The environment set up is
very similar to that for the latest large
research facility at PSI, SwissFEL [9].
An EPICS IOC is a machine running
one or more EPICS IOC Applications.
Communication between the EPICS
IOC and the Selectron PLC is based on
a Modbus RTU link layer by using the
modbus [6] and asyn [7] EPICS drivers.
The interface between the EPICS IOC
and Siemens PLCs is based on the Siemens send/receive protocol and was
implemented through the s7plc EPICS
driver.
An E5810B GPIB/LAN gateway, to
replace the back-end of the data acquisition system (HP 1000 A990), was
connected to existing hardware (the

Figure 2: HP 1000 A990

Figure 3: HP 3852A Mainframe [6]
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back-end of the data acquisition system, the HP 3852A) as shown in Figure‑4. The PANDA data acquisition
system was integrated into the EPICS
control system using a “byte stream”
based communication interface. The
communication with the HP 3852A is
described in a StreamDevice protocol
file [8] which contains protocols for HP
3852A functions and variables which
affect how the commands in a protocol work.
The control system upgrade made
the system maintenance easier.
The EPICS application that was written
covers the read-backs and set-points
of all relevant control points. All additional functionalities such as the Reactor Pressure Vessel heating control,
communication logic with the PLCs,
etc. were implemented with standard
EPICS record types. Adding a new sensor, editing physical units or making
general changes to the control system, for example, now just requires
editing an appropriate ASCII file. The
graphical user interfaces can run on
all PANDA workstations. PANDA operators now have the possibility
to archive all signals, even intermediate ones (raw binary data,
signals before / after correction
and conversion, derived values),
which were not archived in the
old control system. Finally, the maximum rate for data storage and data visualization Data Acquisition channels
is no longer limited to 0.5 Hz but can
be configured up to 5 Hz.

Conclusion
Upgrading the PANDA Control System
software proved to be a wise decision taken at the right time. The new
system is more reliable, has functionality to address requirements
that the old system was not able
to handle, for example there is now
one button to start data acquisition instead of the 4 manual steps that were
required in the old system and also UIs
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Figure 4: Updated PANDA Control System. Very little in the overall system (Figure 1) changed.

for new hardware can be easily created as needed. In addition, the performance was improved. What is extremely important is that now all
devices can be integrated into the
control system in the same way by
using standard technologies. Even
more convenient is that the robust, scalable, reliable and secure
control system is easily manageable by operators.
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More than Just Integration
By Kevin Meyer, PhD (Cosylab)

Cosylab has been building control systems for big physics facilities since 2001 and been involved in fusion experiments since
2008 when we started working for the ITER CODAC division. As an objective viewer to a wide range of fusion projects, we
have been able to consolidate some of this information into a paper that was peer reviewed and accepted for publishing in
the Journal of Fusion Energy [1]. This article presents some highlights of that paper.

Introduction
Fusion experiments have grown from
the early days when they could be operated with relatively simple software
tools to the next generation of experiments which require much more flexibility and holistic control.
The high infrastructure and human
resource running costs means that
future fusion projects will need to be
efficient, and not waste resources or
time. Such projects will therefore benefit from a suite of integrated supervision and control software tools that facilitates the operation of the machine
over its entire lifetime. These software
tools would include a more capable
real-time control system together
with expanded experiment program
management tools, and additional
tools to support operations outside of
the experimental phase.

The Problem
Early fusion experiments were short (a
few seconds) and were done mostly
on a trial-and-error basis. The systems controlling these experiments
were simple, executing sequential
commands that occurred at specified times. Future fusion experiments
are expected to run for significantly
longer (~30 minutes and more). This
means that the systems that control
these experiments, and in a larger
context, the entire machine, must be
equivalently smarter to adapt to the
changing environment and requirements.

An isometric view of the ITER plant systems. The ITER CODAC physically connects all plant systems
using computer networks and makes sure they speak the same language.

ITER and DEMO, the next generation
of fusion projects, cannot be operated
using the same philosophies as their
predecessors and so their designs
must incorporate the next-generation
concepts in supervision and control.
All fusion research projects currently
use software tools to operate the machine for the experiments and many
have mature software tools to assist
with campaign planning, but no existing experiment has integrated tools
that consider all the phases of the operational lifetime of the machine.
Integrated software systems can support experiment planning (such as

flexible task execution based on goals
and actual versus planned availabilities), daily operations (entry and exit
of stand-by states), adaptation to
campaign conditions (especially commissioning and decommissioning
tasks) and the operational conditions
(evolution of engineering limits, damage budget planning, etc.).
These integrated software tools will
greatly enhance the usability, the
availability and cost efficiency of future experiments.
You can read the full article here.
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Example of how libraries of shared user functions can be used for common transformation and verification (CVVF) operations in a complex environment. The CVVF infrastructure makes library functions available for reuse in multiple stages of experiment preparation and supervised configuration
and operation.

Next Steps

Conclusion

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Cosylab recently hosted a workshop
at their headquarters in Ljubljana
where participants from 8 fusion research facilities came together to
discuss topics related to planning,
configuration and real-time control
of fusion experiments. After the workshop, a collaboration was started
to assist participants with sharing
transformation and verification
libraries. In addition, the workshop
series is going to continue with the
next installment planned to be held in
Naples in 2020.

The high-cost of future fusion projects
demands a high level of efficiency
and utilization. An integrated suite of
supervision and control software tools
that operate throughout the lifetime
of the project supports this aim. Such
tools make it possible to design and
execute fusion experiments encompassing multiple goals with multiple
ways of achieving each goal. In addition, these tools provide support during all operational phases of the machine including commissioning.

Kevin Meyer, PhD, is an ex-physicist and senior manager at Cosylab. He is currently involved with several
Cosylab projects for fusion experiments in Europe. He
spends most of this time on the ITER project, assisting
the CODAC division on various tasks. He also provides
advice and other services to project managers within
Cosylab.
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PICTURE BOARD
What a great start to the year! In January
2019 our Deputy CEO Igor Verstovšek was
awarded the Young Manager of the Year
2018 Award by the Managers’ Association of
Slovenia. Congratulations, Igor, you deserve
it!

We were happy to host the delegation from
the Chinese Academy of Sciences at Cosylab.
The delegation was headed by Prof. Zhang
Yaping, Vice President of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. In the meeting the Chinese
delegation and our CEO Mark Pleško discussed some of the common projects, such
as the Heavy Ion Medical accelerator in Lanzhou and the HFCIM SC200.
Kevin Meyer hosted a workshop “Future
Improvements in Real Time Systems and
Technologies (FIRST-2019)” at Cosylab for
delegates from different fusion experiments
in Europe and the USA. It was a great event
attended by 20 delegates from the ITER
Organization, Max Planck Institute for Plasma
Physics, Fusion for Energy, Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory (PPPL), CEA Cadarache,
Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II
and Jozef Stefan Institute.

January was a busy month for Cosylab as we
also attended the Automation in Beamline
Control & Data Acquisition workshop. It was
hosted at BESSY in Adlershof, Germany, by
the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin.
At the workshop Rok Šabjan presented an
extensive list of projects that Cosylab worked
on in the area of beamline controls and data
acquisition and stressed out that the new
scientific data rates require significant effort
in the data acquisition and processing area.
This all makes collaboration with reliable
partners like Cosylab even more important
as it provides a very competent and flexible
resource pool for peak workload periods.
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PICTURE BOARD
On 8th of March we celebrated our amazing
girls and their contribution to Cosylab. We
are so grateful that there are more and more
girls joining our team every year!

For more news like this, follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.

We hope to meet some of you at IPAC 2019!
Find us at our booth next to the Networking
Lounge, or come by one of our posters.

JOB OPENING
We are looking for a Senior FPGA Developer!
Do you have:
•

minimum two years of experience in a similar position;

•

extensive experience with VHDL;

•

experience with Xilinx

•

knowledge of verification and debugging;

•

knowledge of standard communication protocols;

•

knowledge of digital signal processing;

•

knowledge of PCB design;

•

basic knowledge of measurement equipment and techniques;

•

fluency in spoken and written English.

If you have what it takes, let us know at jobs@cosylab.com

